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                        Instruction Manual
 We at Starling thank you for using our products.
Your recently purchased pair of glow rods come pre-assembled .
Glow rods provide a Bright, safe, energy efficient, durable, cool running LED alternative to cold 
cathode lighting. They are nice and bright and do not require a light box inside of the nacelle of the PL 
1/350 Enterprise NCC-1701 Refit/A. Only 2 blue LEDs are required to light up the entire nacelle, this 
leaves no hot spots from using other methods that would require multiple LEDS.

Sold in pairs.
Color: blue.
includes 4 resistors
Measures Approximately 1/4" x 9 1/2" for 1/350 Enterprise NCC-1701 Refit/A
Can be powered from 3 - 12 volts and up by switching different resistors.

Requirements:
Heat shrink
Soldering iron / Solder

            Wire (Recommended 26awg or 28awg)
Alligator clip for heat sink

             

Section 1: 
 
   Glow-rod pair: 1 rod, 2 LEDs, 2 resistors, per nacelle.  If you are using glow-rods, sold by Starling Technologies, 
a light box is not necessary but still may be used. Refer to Photo 1. The glow-rods are already assembled with 2 LEDs. 
Add the resistors that came with the glow-rods, one attached to each LED. Always use a heat sink when soldering LEDs 
so as not to damage them. The included resistors are for 9v setup, if you are using a different voltage please refer to the 
LED resistor information in section 2. Refer to Photo2. Careful not to bend position of LEDs from center. Test glow-
rods before and after installing.
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Photo1. 1 resistor attached to each of the 2 LEDs. Careful not to bend position of LEDs from center of glow 
rods. If you accidentally bend an led out of place, carefully heat the black heat shrink. While pliable, bend back 
into place and hold until cool. Test glow-rods before and  after installing. Dry fit your parts first, then glue into 
position.

Photo2. Connecting.

Section : Some helpful LED Information.
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LEDs.  have a short leg and a long leg. The long leg is usually the positive.
   The parallel setup above draws 60ma of current where as the series setup below only draws 20ma.
You can run more LEDs using less amps running in series, but at a risk of having more lights go out if one burns out. 
The life expectancy of an led is 100,000 hrs. so this should not be an issue. I do it whenever possible. 

                                                                                         Photo12

    In series setup, you can run as many LEDS as your selected voltage will allow. Example,
you can run 3 3volt LEDs in series on 9 volts with no resistor needed. You could run 4 3volt LEDs in series on 12volts 
with no resistor. (Note: Model #S-DEF-DRV-2 board supports a max of 2 3volt LEDs in a series chain for 9volts.)
 Your power supply must also support the current required by the LEDs. Ex: 100 LEDs at 20ma in parallel require 
2amps. In series pair they require only 1amp. 
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                                     Example of max Led setup. Photo13

LED Resistor Help.  Don’t forget the resistors!!
 Goto http://led.linear1.org/led.wiz  
The LED wizard will help you choose the resistors needed to cut down the voltage to what the  LED needs to run 
correctly. 
Decide if you want to connect your lights in series or in parallel.  
              
Definitions for the LEDwizard questions.
Source Voltage : This would be 9 or 12 , whatever you choose for your project.
Diode forward voltage: This depends on your LED, check its specifications. A white or blue is usually 3volts. Red, 
amber, yellow is usually 2 volts.
Diode forward current: Choose 15ma to extend the life of the LED. Do not exceed 20ma, this will shorten the lifespan 
of the LED. Again, check the specifications. 
Number of LEDs in your array: If you choose parallel,  enter 1. If you decide on series, do not exceed 2  3volt LEDs 
for Warp or Impulse. Doing so, your light will be quite dim or not light at all, Experiment.
 
       Experiment with your resistor/LED combinations. If you want a dimmer light, use a higher rated resistor.
       For more help on LEDs and Resistors,  goto http://www.theledlight.com/ledcircuits.html.
They have a very easy tutorial.
Also note what wattage rating the wizard recommends for the resistor, either 1/4 or 1/2 watt.

                                         LED Resistor Chart for Blue and Amber      
 Single LED Parallel     9 volt    12 volt
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Blue/White/Green led   3v 470 ohm    1/4watt 680 ohm     1/2watt
Amber/Yellow/Red       2v 470 ohm    1/4watt 680 ohm     1/2watt

2 LEDs in series
Blue/White/Green led   3v 220 ohm     1/4watt 470 ohm     1/4watt

Amber/Yellow/Red       2v 390 ohm     1/4watt 560 ohm     1/4watt

 
Section 3. Informative Links

Forums:
http://www.hobbytalk.com
http://www.starshipmodeler.com
Websites:
http://showcase.netins.net/web/marc111creations/PL_Enterprise_Refit_WIP_1.htm
http://www.ianlawrencemodels.com/wipplentcom.html
http://www.ianlawrencemodels.com/wipplent.html

 All photos contained in this document are property of Starling technologies. This document 
may not be copied, sold or transfered without permission.
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